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Hairpin Leg Table

S

leek and modern, this kitchen table is perfect for beginner DIY'ers.
You'll have this done in an afternoon and in place ready for dinner with the family.
48"

29 ¾"

Make sure you read through the instructions carefully and take notice of any special
construction notes prior to making any cuts. And always practice safe DIY’ing. Have fun!
PLEASE NOTE - many pieces may require you to cut them to fit a certain size
while you are building it. Its best not to cut pieces until you need them. Take
your time and study all the diagrams.

CUT LIST

1" x 6" x 8'

48"

40"

1" x 6" x 8'

1" x 6" x 8'

32"
1" x 6" x 8'

1" x 6" x 6'

1" x 4" x 6'

28"

21"

1" x 4" x 6'
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MATERIALS LIST
Material

Qty

Material

Qty

1” X 6" X 8’ wall stud

4

1-¼” pocket screws

1” x 6" x 6’ pine board

1

1-¼” brad nails

1” x 4” x 6’ pine board

2

29" hairpin legs

4

wood glue

notes
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1
4"
4"

2

21"
28"

1.

Lay out the three lengths of 1x6 boards as shown and drill
pocket holes for ¾" material.
Attach the planks to each other, the outer pieces offset by 4” as
shown, with wood glue and 1-1/4” pocket screws.
Lay out the three lengths of 1x6 boards as shown and drill
pocket holes for ¾" material.
Place all the boards top face down. Attach the planks to each
other, the outer pieces offset by 4” as shown, with 1-1/4” pocket
screws.

3

2.

Cut your 1x4 boards to length. Mark out a square, centered, on
the underside of the table measuring 28" x28". Lay your 1x4s
inside this square and attach with wood glue and 1-¼" brad
nails.

3.

Attach the hairpin legs into the corners of the 1x4 square.

To cut the top into a circle first locate the center and gently tap
a temporary nail in the board. Attach a piece of string from the
nail to a pencil so that the pencil, when taught, reaches just to
the edge of the middle board and draw a circle as shown.
Remove the nail and cut along the drawn circle with a jigsaw.
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